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Thank you Rod
Twenty-one years ago I offered my
young programmer friend, Rod
Unmack, an opportunity to partner
with me to write a new dispensing
system which became Fred
Dispense. I told him it should only
take a few months but all these
years later the never-ending job is
still going. Rod’s work at coding
the original DOS version of Fred
provided our industry with a more
efficient, safe and friendly way to
dispense prescriptions. 

Rod’s commitment and customer
focus helped underpin Fred’s
success. Our recent partnership
with Telstra has allowed Rod to
realise his investment in Fred and
as such he has retired from our
board and his management role.

We all sincerely thank Rod and his
wife Melinda for their enormous
contribution to Fred’s success,
and wish them all the very best
with their future endeavours.

Paul Naismith

This was an exciting and important step for Fred in delivering
the next generation of eHealth and cloud computing. We
believe that these are key to improving patient health and safety
and creating new ways for pharmacy to service its customers
and run its business.

Telstra became a major investor and strategic partner of Fred during 2013.

Fred and Telstra  

SEASON’S GREETINGS
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17 December 2013

Dear Colleague,

As the end of another busy yea
r approaches, I would like to th

ank you for your

continued support in 2013 and
 to wish you and your team all the very best for the

festive season.

It is a challenging time in pharmacy and Fred is investing heavil
y to provide

business systems and services which will enable
 you to prosper. We will continue

to provide IT leadership in the e
volving areas of eHealth, consu

mer apps as well as

the move to the more agile and secure cloud base
d clinical and business systems.

I encourage you to review our y
ear highlights below and a glim

pse of our plans for

the exciting year ahead.

This Christmas we continue our policy of sh
aring our success with those in

 need.

By giving to charity rather than 
sending Christmas cards or gifts, we continue t

o

give long after Christmas cards may be forgotten. This year we h
ave donated to

the following worthy charities:

Salvation Army Christmas Appeal $2,000

The Smith Family Christmas Appeal $2,000

Brotherhood of St Laurence
$2,000

Leukemia Foundation Australia    
$2,000

Make a Wish Foundation
$1,000

Melanoma Patients Australia
$1,000

On behalf of the entire team at Fred, I thank you for your su
pport and I wish you a

Happy Christmas and Healthy New Year.

Regards,

Paul Naismith
B.Pharm. MPS
CEO

In addition, the partnership enables us to provide you with
more competitive business bundled packages than before. 

Look for some exciting announcements around next year’s APP
conference.
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PHARMACY AND RETAIL SOLUTIONS 
Throughout 2013 we continued to develop our flagship products to enable pharmacies of all shapes and sizes to
keep pace with and make the most of the rapidly changing pharmacy environment. We continued our focus on
introducing new functions that can streamline communication with customers and suppliers whilst also
simplifying business operations.

We continued to invest in keeping Fred Dispense
at the forefront of dispensing technology, including
a number of changes to ensure that pharmacies
are able to make the most of eHealth
opportunities, as well as ensuring ongoing PBS
compliance. Throughout, Fred Dispense has
continued to be the most popular dispense
software in Australia. 

Key achievements:

• Launched the ability to upload dispensing
events to the NPDR, contributing to a
consolidated prescription and dispense history
that can be accessed by the health care team

• Launched a number of PCEHR functions,
enabling pharmacists to register patients for a
PCEHR, share information with other health
professionals, and upload clinical documents to
the PCEHR 

• Integrated eRx Express QR code printing to
enable customers to pre-order their medicines
using their smart phone

• Introduced a range of new functions to support
5CPA and government requirements, including
continued dispensing and MedChart

As of 8 April 2014 Windows XP becomes “end of
life”. This means that Microsoft will no longer
support it, and you will no longer receive the
security updates and other fixes that you do now.
This has important security and operating
implications for your pharmacy – please contact
us to discuss your options.

Fred is currently making all of its products
compatible with the next generation Windows 8.1
operating system, which brings improved
functionality and operating performance across the
board, including enhanced productivity between
tablets, smart phones and other devices. It also
introduces a number of important security
advances including more robust data encryption
and protection, built in anti-virus software and
malware protection. All Fred products will be
compatible with Windows 8.1 by the end of
February 2014. 

We continued to enhance Fred Office to ensure
that we meet the complex and changing retail
needs of pharmacy. This year saw a significant
focus on integrating enterprise resource planning
systems and ordering systems with head office
activity. 

Key achievements:

• Significant integration of ordering and head
office systems 

• Launch of Fred Office mobility with NUHQ and
support for new devices

• SATSCAN devices can now be upgraded to the
full mobility solution 

We introduced a number of changes to enhance
Fred Rapid including performance improvements,
the addition of pricing management modules, a
smoother transition to Rapid, and an enhanced look
and feel.

Microsoft Dynamics AX 
and Terry White
Work on the first Australian implementation of
Microsoft Dynamics AX for pharmacy has
continued full steam ahead for Terry White
Management, with the merchandising module to
be launched by the end of year. The AX enterprise
solution is revolutionary in that it provides a
business-wide management approach to retail,
based on a single platform that has the flexibility
and sophistication to meet enterprise-wide
business needs, making it easier to use whilst also
simplifying support, integration and training.

Key achievements

• Completion of integration of the merchandising
module of product and pricing for a planned
launch by the end of December

• Enhancing our industry wide capabilities to
support the continued changes to traditional
community pharmacy 
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eHEALTH
As eHealth expands into every area of pharmacy practice, Fred has continued to focus on improving communication
between health professionals so that pharmacy remains a dynamic and integral part of the fully connected health care
team of the future.

A solid trend of increased eScript use has been visible
throughout 2013. This was kicked on by the GP incentive
program of last year, and further boosted by the introduction of
an Electronic Prescription Scanning Incentive for pharmacies for
2013-2014, resulting in a noticeable increase in the scan rate of
original scripts.

We continued to innovate in eHealth with the launch of our first
consumer app, eRx Express, allowing smart phone users to
scan and pre-order their scripts, for pick up at a time that suits.
This was a breakthrough – providing consumers with choice
about how they engage with pharmacy; linking in to the privacy
and security of the national eHealth network; and delivering real
potential to smooth out the peaks and troughs of the dispensing
workload. 

These achievements reinforced the important and leading role of
pharmacy in eHealth, and of eScripts in delivering accuracy,
efficiency and patient medication management benefits. 

We have also continued the vital work of demonstrating the
clinical value of transacting medications information and
contributing to a consolidated medication history, most notably
through the successful delivery of the National Prescription and
Dispense Repository (NPDR) and now our ongoing
management of it on behalf of the Commonwealth. 

Throughout the year we continued important infrastructure
enhancements designed to ensure eRx’s long-term capacity for
delivering exponential eScript volume growth.

We continue to seek and invest in new ways that technology can
make life easier for pharmacy, as has been the case since day one. 

This year we embarked on a number of new projects to prioritise
what we see as the most pressing technological issues for
pharmacy, being eHealth, cloud computing and mobility. We
believe that these three areas are key to pharmacy’s future,
improving patient health and safety, and creating new ways for
pharmacy to service its customers and run its business. 

Our new partnership with Telstra was part of this. Telstra’s
investment in Fred is vital in underpinning our strategic focus on
these areas. This partnership also paves the way for Fred to be
able to deliver an exciting expansion of competitive communication
solutions. 

We’ve also taken a number of important steps to realign our

business so that you – our customer – are at the heart of
everything that we do. This included a comprehensive review of 
our internal structures, and the creation of new expertise-based
Help Desk roles to provide you with a faster resolution of any
problems. We will continue to drive customer service improvements
during 2014. 

Throughout 2013, we continued to advance eHealth, including
giving consumers a new level of flexibility about how they connect
with pharmacy. The launch of our eRx Express app, which lets
customers pre-order their scripts for pick up at a time and date
that suits, and the ongoing implementation of the National
Prescription and Dispense Repository (NPDR), which is the
backbone of the PCEHR are both examples of this.

We look forward to another exciting year ahead.

Fred officially turned 21 in November, capping off a year of celebrating and looking back with pride on our 20 years
as a company.

EXCITING YEAR AHEAD
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Visit www.fred.com.au to view our response to the
Federal Government’s review of the Personally Controlled
Electronic Health Record (PCEHR).

Key achievements:

• 4,300 pharmacies and 20,000 GPs u
sing eRx on

a daily basis. Site numbers continue to grow a
t a

steady rate

• eRx now transacting 80
% of scripts dispensed

across Australia, as the 
network of GPs and

pharmacies using eScripts gro
ws

• Launch of eRx Express 
to pharmacies in October

– with the consumer launch set for Februa
ry 2014

• Fred awarded contract t
o manage the NPDR on

behalf of the Commonwealth in 2013, after

having built and success
fully delivered the

solution to the government 

• Successfully migrated pilot pharmacies to the

NPDR in preparation for
 a wider deployment plan

L-R: Celebrating the pharmacy launch of eRx Express: 
Paul Naismith – CEO Fred, Kelly O'Dwyer – Federal MP for Higgins
and Stephen Speirs – Pharmacist, Exhibition Pharmacy.
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As a result our response times and customer service have both
improved dramatically. 

One of our major changes has been the launch of a new
structure of expertise-based support roles. Here, team members
with knowledge in core areas – such as dispense, POS,
hardware, Fred Office, and managed services – became your 
go-to person for resolving queries in those areas. 

New feedback mechanisms and surveys were introduced and to
compliment this we also strengthened training so that our team
members were better able to support you.

Key achievements:
• Improved Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) now averaging

80% + for the year and trending towards 90%

• Launched one integrated Customer Service team which has
seen higher customer and staff satisfaction and significant
decreases in calls logged

• With the goal of making it easier and quicker to respond to
customers, a new knowledge management system will 
be launched Fred-wide in early 2014; followed by a 24/7 
self-service centre by the end of the year

In 2013, our major focus has been on providing you with better service and support.

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Service
recognition
awards 
Thank you to all of those team
members who have built careers
with Fred whilst also exemplifying
excellence in customer service. 

Thank you to Warren Lubransky
(Business Solutions) who clocked
up 15 years with Fred, and to the
following team members who all
reached 10 years service: Karen
Seedsman (Quality Assurance),
Brad MacDonald (eHealth), Luke
Fairbank (Customer Services),
and Darren Stephens (Services
Portfolio).

Rod Major Team Member of the Year 
Award 2013
Congratulations to Kym Phillpotts, Development Manager who has been
awarded Fred’s Rod Major Team Member of the Year Award for 2013. 
These awards were established to honour former employee Rod Major who
fought a courageous battle with cancer whilst continuing to provide a high level of
service and trademark team orientation to his work. In Rod’s name we celebrate
outstanding customer and teamwork of individuals as voted for by other team
members. Kym’s strong performance was strongly recognised and valued by his
colleagues and he received many votes for his relentless energy, commitment and
good humour in leading the successful development of Fred’s very first app – 
eRx Express. Our monthly winners this year were: Phill Judge, Denis Vujicic, Tin
Duong, Luke Fairbank, Simon Lamb, Danielle Bancroft, Chris Payne, Lora
McManus, Joel Nitschke, Chris Carew, Craig Carrick-Ryan, Kym Phillpotts and
Nick Lau.  

New Brisbane
office
We opened our new state-of-the
art Brisbane office in June,
providing customers with the
latest Fred IT training and product
demonstration facilities. 

The PharmX Gateway has continued to grow with the addition of a number of strategic
new suppliers during 2013, including Pharmacare, Vital Strength and Global By Nature.
PharmX now connects 29 suppliers with more than 4,800 pharmacies around Australia,
achieving 100% uptime during 2013 whilst more than 250 million order and invoice lines
were transmitted throughout the year.

Update

From left: Kym Phillpotts receiving the
Rod Major Team Member award from
Paul Naismith, Fred CEO.


